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Tales of arabian nights pdf

A collection of Middle Eastern folk stories For other purposes, see a thousand and one night (disambigation), a thousand and one nights (disbigation), Arab nights (disambigation), and 1001 nights (disambigation). A Thousand and One Nights cassim in the Cave, Maxfield Parrish, 1909, from the story of
Ali Baba and forty thievesOriginal title ٌَةْلَيَلو ٍَةْلَيل  ُْفَلأ   (Arabic) ʾAlf LaylahlanguageArabicGenreFrame story, Folk Tales Sitting inMiddle AgesTextOne Thousand and one night on Wikisource Part series on Arab Culture Architecture Architecture Islamic Architecture of the ancient Yemeni Nabataean
architecture of Umayyad Architecture Abbasid Architecture Fatimid Architecture Of Moorish Architecture Mamluk Architecture Of Moroccan Architecture Features Ablaq Alfiz Arabesque Arab Dome Banna'i Gardens Girih podscus arch Howz HypoImography Islamic calligraphy Islamic geometric patterns
Ivan Lebanon Mashrabia Moquerabe Moroccan riad Mosaic Multi-colored arch Mukarnas Nagash picture Cadad Reflecting pool Livak San Socarrat Tadelakt Refuge Voussoir Windcatcher Yeseria zellige Types Of Albarrana Tower AlcAzaba Alcazar Bab Bazaar Caravanserai Dar al-Shifa Hamma Makam
Mazar Mosque Medina district Kalat Ribat Sebil Shadirvan Suk Tekyeh Well house zavia art styles of ancient Yemeni Nabate art Umayyad art Abbasid art Moorish art Fatimid art Mamliuk Arab calligraphy Arab carpet Arab embroidery Arab hardstone carving Arab Arab graffiti Arab ivory carving Arab
metal carvings Arabic carving Arab ceramics Features Arabesque Arab geometric patterns Arab interweaving patterns Banna'i Damascus steel Damask Girih tiles Hedwig glass Kiswah Moc'rabe Muqarnas Pseudo-Arabic zel Ige Gastronomy Khalij (Arabian Peninsula) ( Egypt) Mouset (Sudan) Arab
Maghreb (North Africa) Dress Hats Agal Battula Haik Keffiyeh Litham Madhalla Takiya Tantur Tarbusch (Fez) Turban Clothing Abaya Bisht Bernus Jellaba Durra'ah Fouta towel Isaar Jellabiya Kaftan Macawis Robe Tiraz Theory of Music Arabic Macam Arab system tone Algerian scale Rhythm in Arabic
music Taksim Jeans Lasma Tesma quarter tone of Arab musical instruments Arab music theorists Of music The Great Book of musical genres Arabic pop-Arabic hip-hop Arabic rock Arabic jazz Classical Arabic music Opera Al Jel Khaliji Rae Artistic music Andaluz classical music Andalusi nuba bashraf
daur dub lyali Malhun McHam al-Iraqi Mauvashach Kasida Kudud Halabiya Samai Tahmila Taksim Vasla People's Ataaba Al. Ray Bedouin Chaabi (Algeria) Chaabi (Morocco) Egyptian People's Fann al-Tanbura Fijiri Gnawa (North Africa) Liwa Mowwal Mezved Samri Soat Shaabi Sadjal Dance Al Ayala
Ardah Belli Dubke Dehaye Dehaye Mizmar Ouled Nail Raqs Sharki Samri Shamadan Shihatt Tahtib Tanura Yowla zr Literary Language Old Classical Contemporary Prose Epic Literature Saj (ryhmed Prose) Makama Love in Arabic Literature Arabic Erotic Literature Arab Grimuards Literary_criticism Arab
History Tabakat Tezkire Rihla for Mirrors Koran Tafsir Hadis Sira Fiqh Akida Poetry Anthology Poets Genres Madikh Hijja Rita 'Waaf Ghazal Khamriyyah Tardiyah Hawal Fahr Hamas Forms Divan Kasida Muwashshah Urjaz Matnawi Rubaʿi Nasab Riddles Harja mavwal Arab Prosodia Beit zavil Madid
Basi Kamil Wafir Hazaj Rajaz Ramal Munsariħ Hafif Muktashab Mujtath Muḍāriʿ Sarīʿ Mutakarib Mutadarik National Literature Al-Andalus Al-Andalus Al- Comoros Egypt Jordan Kuwait Lebanon Livia Mauritania Oman Oman Chemistry Arab Astrology Arab Astronomy Arab Arab Golden Era Arab
Mathematics Arab Medicine Arab Medicine Arab Psychology Arab Philosophy Early Arab Philosophy Of the Arab Philosophy of the Islamic Aristotle Islamic Platonism Islamic Logic Kalam Sufi Philosophy Farabism Avicennism Avicennism Identity Theoretical Mysticism Concept Al-Ackl Al-Faal Al-Faal Aql
bi-l-fi'l al-Insan al-Kamil Dhati World Arches Descent and Ascension Asabiyyah Haal Irfan Nafs zadar salb al-Maudhud Texts Liber de Kauzology Aristotle al-Isharata Book Of The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Purity Brothers Inconsistency Philosophers Inconsistency Autodidactus About Harmony of
Religions and Philosophy Muqaddimah Sicilian issues Fusus al-Hikam Mythology Ababil Sands Bahamut Beast Of the Earth Book of Wonders Book of Wonders Buraq Dandan Falak Falak Hinn Houri Ifrit Iram of the pillars of Jinn Karkadann Kujata Lukman Magic Carpet Marid Mount Sarin Kutrub Rock
Shaddad Shadhawar Shams al-Ma'a Reef She-Camel God Wāḳwāḳ zulfiqar zarka al-Yamama Fictional Arab people Aladdin Abdul Alhazred Ali Baba Altair Ibn La'Ahad Batal Ghazi Haii ibn Yakdhan Kara Ben Nemsi King Marsila Leila Al Gul Sinbad Talia al Gul Spirituality of Northern Arabia deity Allah
al-Uzza al-Lat Manat Dusara Chaabu Manaf Nuha al-Kutbay Asira Aval Azizos Badjir zuzah Manat A'ra Abgal Aglibol Al-Kaum Atarsamain Baalshamin Andradi Andradi Isaf and Naila South Auba deities Almaka Am Anhar Attar Salman Dhat-Badan Haubas Taalab Zaalab Zaalam Dhaula Halasa Haakim
Nasr Son Yauk Yagat Yata : ٌَةْلَيَلو ٍَةْلَيل  ُْفَلأ  , ʾAlf Leila is a collection of Middle Eastern folk tales written in Arabic during the Islamic golden age. It is often known in English as Arab Nights, from the first English-language edition (about 1706-1721), which lent the name as The Entertainment of Arab Nights.
The work has been collected over the centuries by various authors, translators and scholars throughout West, Central and South Asia and North Africa. Some fairy tales themselves have their roots in ancient and medieval Arabic, Persian, Indian, Greek, Jewish and Turkish folklore and literature. In
particular, many of the tales were originally folk tales from the Abbasid and Mamluk eras, while others, especially the frame of the story, are likely taken from the Pahlavi Persian work by Heather Afsen (Persian: ناسفا رازه  , burns. What is common to all editions of the Night is the original story of the frame
of the ruler Shahriar and his wife Scheherazade and the framing device included in all the tales themselves. Stories come from this original tale; some are framed as part of other fairy tales, while others are standalone. Some editions contain only a few hundred nights, while others include 1,001 or more.
The main part of the text is prose, although the verse is sometimes used for songs and riddles and express an increased emotion. Most of the poems are single pairs or quatrains, although some are longer. Some of the stories usually associated with Arab nights - notably Aladdin's Remarkable Lamp and
Ali Baba and forty thieves - were not part of the collection in its original Arabic versions, but were added to the collection by Antoine Galland after he heard them from the Maronite Christian narrator Hannah Diab during Diab's visit to Paris. Other stories, such as Seven Journeys of the Sailor Sinbad, had
an independent existence before they were added to the collection. Summary Also: A list of stories within a thousand and one nights and a list of characters for one thousand and one nights By Scheherazade and Shahryar Ferdinand Keller, 1880 The main story frame concerns Shahrar (Persian: رايرهش ,
from the middle Persian: zahr-dar, the owner of the kingdom), whom the narrator calls the Sasan king ruling in India and China. Shahrar is shocked to learn that his brother's wife is unfaithful; discovering that his own wife's infidelity was even more egregious, he killed her. In his bitterness and grief, he
decides that all women are the same. Shahryar begins to marry a sequence of virgins only to perform each one the next morning before she has a chance to dishonor him. After all, a vizier whose duty is to provide them cannot find more virgins. Scheherazade (Persian: , Shahrazad, from the middle
Persian: رهش , zer, 'line' 'line' Z, the noble), daughter of a vizier, offers herself as the next bride, and her father reluctantly agrees. On the night of their marriage, Scheherazade begins to tell the king a fairy tale, but does not end. The King, curious about how the story ends, is thus forced to postpone its
execution to hear the conclusion. The next night, as soon as she finishes the tale, she begins another, and the king, wanting to hear the conclusion of this tale, and postpones her performance once more. It goes on for a thousand and one nights, hence the name. Tales vary widely: they include historical
tales, love stories, tragedies, comedies, poems, burlesques, and various forms of eroticism. Numerous stories depict genies, ghouls, monkeys, sorcerers, magicians and legendary places that often mix with real people and geography, not always rational. Common heroes include the historic Caliph
Abbasid Harun al-Rashid, his Great Vizier, Jafar al-Barmaki, and the famous poet Abu Nuwas, despite the fact that these figures lived about 200 years after the fall of the Sassoin empire, which established the frame of the tale of Scheherazade. Sometimes the character in Scheherazade's tale begins to
tell other characters his own story, and this story can have another one said in it, resulting in a richly layered texture of the narrative. Different versions have different individually detailed endings (in some Scheherazade asks for clemency, in some the king sees his children and decides not to execute his
wife, in some other things happen that make the king distracted), but they all end with the king giving his wife a pardon and sparing her life. The narrator's standards for what constitutes a cliffhanger seem broader than in modern literature. While in many cases the story is cut off with the hero in danger of
losing his life or another kind of deep trouble, in some parts of the full text Scheherazade stops her narrative in the middle of an exposition of abstract philosophical principles or complex points of Islamic philosophy, and in one case during a detailed description of the anatomy of man according to Galen-
and in all these cases she finds herself justified in her belief that the king's curiosity about continuing to buy her another day of life. History: Versions and translations of The Story of the Night are extremely complex, and modern scholars have made many attempts to untangle the story of how the collection
in its present existence occurred. Robert Irwin summarizes his conclusions: In the 1880s and 1890s, Sotenberg and others did a great job on Night, during which there was a consensus view of the history of the text. Most scholars agreed that the Nights were a composite work and that the earliest fairy
tales in it came from India and Persia. At some point, probably in the early 8th century, these tales translated into Arabic under the name Alf Leila, or Thousand Nights. This collection was then the basis of The Thousand and One Nights. The original core of the stories was quite small. Then, in Iraq in the
9th or 10th century, this original core had Arab history added to it, among them some stories about Caliph Harun al-Rashid. Also, perhaps from the 10th century onwards, previously independent sagas and story cycles have been added to the compilation then, from the 13th century, another layer of
stories has been added to Syria and Egypt, many of them showing concern for sex, magic or low life. At the beginning of the modern period, even more stories were added to the Egyptian collection to swell most of the text enough to bring its length to the full 1,001 night narrative promised by the title of
the book. Possible Indian influence devices found in Sanskrit literature, such as stories about footage and animal fables, are seen by some scientists as underlying the concept of the Night. The motive of a wise young woman who delays and finally eliminates the impending danger of telling stories goes
back to Indian sources. Indian folklore is represented in Night by certain animal stories that reflect the influence of ancient Sanskrit fables. The influence of Panchatantra and Baital Pachisi is particularly noticeable. Jataka's Tales is a collection of 547 Buddhist stories, which for the most part are moral
stories for an ethical purpose. The tale of the bull and the associated Tale of the merchant and his wife are in the frame stories of both Jataka and Nights. It is possible that the influence of Panchatantra takes place through a Sanskrit adaptation called Tantropachian. Only fragments of the original Sanskrit
form of this work have been preserved, but translations or adaptations exist in Tamil, Lao, Thai and Old-Russian languages. The story of the frame is particularly interesting, as it follows the broad contour of the book, telling stories to preserve the interest and favor of the king, although the basis of the
collection of stories from Panchatantra - with its original Indian setting. Panchatantra and various Jakakas tales were first translated into Persian by a greyhound in 570 AD, and were later translated into Arabic by Ibn al-Muqafgo in 750 AD. Persian prototype: Heather Afsan Page of Kelileh va Demneh,
from Herat, Persian version of Panchatantra, depicts the manipulative jackal-vizier Dimnu trying to lead his lion king to war. The earliest mentions of the Night refer to it as an Arabic translation from a Persian book, Heather Afsan (aka Afsaneh or Afsana), which means a Thousand Stories. In the Ibn al-
Nadeem of the 10th century compiled a catalogue of books (Fichrist) in Baghdad. He noted that the Susani kings of Iran enjoyed evening fairy tales and fables. Al-Nadeem writes about the Persian Heather Afsen, explaining the story of the frame he uses: a bloodthirsty king kills a sequence of wives after
their wedding night; Eventually one has the intelligence to save himself by telling him the story every night, leaving each tale unfinished until the next night, so that the king will delay its execution. However, according to al-Nadim, the book contains only 200 stories. He also dismissively writes about the
literary quality of the collection, observing that it is really a rough book, without the warmth in the story. In the same century, Al-Masodi also refers to Hezar Afsan, saying that the Arabic translation is called Alf Khurafa (Thousand Entertainment Tales), but is widely known as Alf Leila (A Thousand Nights).
He mentions the characters Shirazd (Sheherazade) and Dinazada. No physical evidence of Heather Afsan has been preserved, so his exact connection with the existing later Arab versions remains a mystery. In addition to the Scheherazade-framed story, several other tales are of Persian origin, although
it is unclear how they entered the collection. These stories include the cycle King Jaliad and his Wazir Shimas and Ten Wazires or the story of King Azadbacht and his son (derived from the 7th century Persian Bakhtiyarnanema). In the 1950s, the Iraqi scholar Safa Hulusi suggested (on internal rather
than historical evidence) that the Persian writer Ibn al-Muqaffa was responsible for the first Arabic translation of the history of the frame and some Persian stories later included in the Nights. This will place the genesis of the collection in the 8th century. The evolving Arabic version of The Story of Princess
Parisade and the Magic Tree of Maxfield Parrish, 1906-1931, in the mid-20th century, the scholar Nabia Abbott found a document with several lines of Arabic work titled The Book of Tales of a Thousand Nights dating back to the 9th century. This is the earliest surviving fragment of the Night. The first
reference to the Arabic version, titled The Thousand and One Nights, appears in Cairo in the 12th century. Professor Dwight Reynolds describes the subsequent transformation of the Arabic version: Some of the earlier Persian tales may have survived within the Framework of the Arab Tradition, modified
so that Arab Muslim names and new places were replaced by pre-Islamic Persians, but it is also clear that entire cycles of Arab tales were eventually added to the collection and apparently replaced most Persian materials. One such cycle of Arab fairy tales centers around a small group of historical
figures from 9th-century Baghdad, including Harun al-Rashid (died 809), his vizier Jafar al-Barmaki (d. 803) and the disbanded poet Abu Nuwas (d. c. 813). Another cluster is the body of stories from late medieval Cairo, which mention people and places given in the 13th and fourteenth centuries. Two
main Arabic handwritten traditions of the Night are known: Syrian and Egyptian. The Syrian tradition is primarily represented by the earliest extensive manuscript of the Night, a Syrian manuscript of the fourteenth or fifteenth century, now known as the Galland manuscript. He and its surviving copies are
much shorter and include fewer fairy tales than the Egyptian tradition. It is presented in print by the so-called Calcutta I (1814-1818) and, above all, by Leiden edition (1984). The Leiden Edition, produced by Muhsin Mahdi, is the only critical edition of 1001 Nights to date, which is considered to be the most
stylistically faithful representation of the media-jewish Arabic versions currently available. The texts of the Egyptian tradition appear later and contain many more stories about much more diverse content; A much larger number of originally independent tales have been included in the collection over the
centuries, most of them after the Gallic manuscript was written, and were included as far back as the 18th and 19th centuries, perhaps in order to reach the eponymous number of 1001 nights. (speculation?) All other essential versions of both recensions share a small common core of fairy tales: 39
Merchant and Genie Rybak and Genie Porter and 3 ladies of 3 apples Noor al-Din Ali and Shams al-Din (and Badr al-Din Hassan) The Hunchback cycle Nur al-Din Ali and Anis al-Khalis Ali ibn Bakkar and Shams al-Nahar Texts of the Syrian recension do not contain much next to these core. Discussed
which of the Arab indentations is more authentic and closer to the original: the Egyptians have been changed more widely and recently, and scientists such as Muhsin Mahdi suspected that this was due in part to European demand for the full version; but it seems that this type of modification has been
common throughout the history of the collection, and independent tales have always been added to it. The first Arabic print edition of Thousand and One Nights was published in 1775. It contained an Egyptian version of The Night known as zer (Egyptian scenography of Sotenberg) and 200 fairy tales. No
copy of this edition survives, but it was the basis for the 1835 publication Bulaq, published by the Egyptian government. An Arabic manuscript with parts of Arab nights, collected by Heinrich Friedrich von Diez, 19th century AD, the origin of the unknown Night was printed in Arabic in two volumes in Kolkata
by the British East India Company in 1814-18. Each contained a hundred fairy tales. Shortly thereafter, the Prussian scholar Christian Maximilian Habicht collaborated with the Tunisian Mordechai ibn al-Najjar on the creation of a publication containing 1001 nights in both original Arabic and German,
originally in a series of eight volumes published in Breslau in 1825-1838. Four more volumes followed in 1842-1843. In addition to The Manuscripts of Galland, Habikht and al-Najjar used what they believed to be a Tunisian manuscript, which was later uncovered by al-Najjar as a forgery. Both the SEAL
and the Habicht and Al-Najar editions influenced the next print, a four-volume edition also from Kolkata (known as The Macnaghten or Calcutta II edition). It is claimed to be based on an old Egyptian manuscript (which has never been found). One of the major recent editions, which returns to the Syrian
recension, is a critical publication based on a fourteenth or fifteenth century Syrian manuscript in the National Library originally used by Galland. This edition, known as the Leiden text, was written in Arabic by Muhsin Mahdi (1984-1994). Mahdi argued that this version was the earliest (an opinion that is
largely accepted today) and that it reflected the most closely final agreed text, generic for all others, which he believed existed during the Mamluk period (an opinion that remains controversial). However, even scholars who deny this version, the exclusive status of the only real Arab nights recognize it as
the best source of original style and linguistic form of media work. In 1997, another Arabic edition was published, containing a transcription from a seventeenth-century manuscript in the Egyptian dialect of Arabic. Contemporary Translations Home article: Translations of a thousand and one night Sinbad
sailor and Ali Baba and forty thieves William Strang, 1896 The first European version (1704-1717) was translated into French by Antoine Galland from the Arabic text of the Syrian recension and other sources. This 12-volume work, Les Mille et une nuits, contes arabes traduits en fran'ais (Thousand and
one nights, Arabic stories translated into French), included stories that were not in the original Arabic manuscript. Aladdin's Lamp and Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves (as well as several other lesser-known fairy tales) appeared for the first time in Galland's translation and cannot be found in any of the
original manuscripts. He wrote that he had heard them from christian Maronite narrator Hannah Diab during Diab's visit to Paris. Galland's Night version was extremely popular throughout Europe, and later versions were released by Galland's publisher using The Name Galland without his consent. As
scientists searched for the supposed full and original form of the Night, they naturally texts of the Egyptian recension, which soon became regarded as a standard version. The first translations of this kind, such as the translation of Edward Lane (1840, 1859), were winked at. Uncircumcised and
inexplicable translations were made, first by John Payne, titled The Book of Thousand Nights and One Nights (1882, nine volumes), and then by Sir Richard Francis Burton entitled The Book of Thousand Nights and Nights (1885, ten volumes) - the latter, by some estimates, was partly based on the first,
leading to accusations of plagiarism. Due to the sexual images in the source (which Burton emphasized even more, especially by adding extensive footnotes and applications to Eastern sexual add-ons) and strict Victorian laws on obscene material, both translations were printed as private editions only for
subscribers, rather than published in the usual way. Burton's original 10 volumes were followed by six more (seven in the Baghdad edition and possibly others) entitled Extra Nights to a Thousand Nights and Nights, which were printed between 1886 and 1888. He has, however, been criticized for his



archaic language and extravagant idioms and obsessive emphasis on sexuality (and was even called an eccentric ego-trip and highly personal text reworking). Later versions of Night include a version of the French Dr. J.K. Mardrus, released from 1898 to 1904. It was translated into English by Powys
Mathers and published in 1923. Like the texts of Payne and Burton, it is based on the Egyptian scene and preserves erotic material, really expanding it, but it has been criticized for inaccuracy. The 1984 edition of Muhsin Mahdi in Leiden, based on The Galland Manuscript, was presented in English by
Hussein Haddawi (1990). This translation has been rated as very readable and highly recommended for anyone who wants to taste the true taste of these fairy tales. An additional second volume of Arab Nights, translated by Hiddawi, consisting of popular fairy tales not present in the Leiden edition, was
published in 1995. Both volumes were the basis for a one-volume reissue of selected stories about Hiddawi's translations. In 2008, Penguin Classic published a new English translation in three volumes. It was translated by Malcolm K. Lyons and Ursula Lyons with the introduction and annotations of
Robert Irwin. This is the first full translation of Macnaghten or Calcutta II (Egyptian review) since Burton. It contains, in addition to the standard text of 1001 nights, the so-called orphan stories of Aladdin and Ali Baba, as well as an alternative ending to Sinbad's seventh voyage with the original French
Antoine Galland. As the translator himself notes in the foreword to the three volumes, there was an attempt about the translation changes that will be needed to fix... accretion, ... repetitions, not sequiturs and confusions that mark the real text, and the work is the representation of what is primarily oral
literature, appealing to the ear rather than the eye . The Lyon translation includes all the poetry (in simple prose to paraphrase), but does not attempt to reproduce in English the inner rhyming of some prosaic sections of the original Arabic. In addition, it simplifies somewhat and has abbreviations. In that
sense, it's not a complete translation. The chronology of the Arabic manuscript A Thousand and One Nights, dating back to the 14th century, has collected a chronology concerning the history of the publication Night: 5253.54 One of the oldest Arabic fragments of the manuscript from Syria (several
handwritten pages), dating back to the beginning of the 9th century. Discovered by the scholar Nabia Abbott in 1948, it is called Kitab Hadith Alf Leila (a book about thousands of nights) and the first few lines of the book in which Dinazad asks Shirazade to tell his stories. 10th century: Mention of Heather
Afsan in Fichrist by Ibn al-Nadim (Catalogue of Books) in Baghdad. He attributes the pre-Islamic Persian origin of the collection and refers to a frame of Scheherazade's story, telling stories of more than a thousand nights to save his life. 10th century: Reference to A Thousand Nights, an Arabic translation
of the Persian Hezir Afsen (A Thousand Stories), in Muruj al-Dahab (Golden Meadows) al-Masoji. 12th century: A document from Cairo refers to a Jewish bookseller who borrows a copy of A Thousand and One Nights (this is the first appearance of the final form of the name). 14th century: Existing Syrian
manuscript at the National Library of France in Paris (contains about 300 fairy tales). 1704: The French translation of Antoine Galland is the first European version of The Nights. Later volumes were introduced using The Name of Galland, although the stories were written by unknown persons at the
request of a publisher wishing to benefit from the popularity of the collection. c. 1706 - c. 1721: An anonymously translated version in English appears in Europe under the name 12-volume version of Grub Street. This is entitled Arabian Nights' Entertainments - the first known use of the common English
name of the work. 1768: first Polish translation, 12 volumes. Based as much European in French translation. 1775: The Egyptian version of the Night is called the S.E.C. (Egyptian recension by Herman Sotenberg) with 200 tales (no surviving edition exists). 1804-1806, 1825: Austrian polyglot and
orientalist Joseph von Hammer-Purgstall (1774-1856) translates the subsequent lost manuscript into French between 1804 and 1806. His French translation, which was partially curtailed and included The Orphan Stories of Galland, were lost, but his German translation, which was published in 1825, still
survives. 1814: Calcutta I, the earliest available Arabic printed version, is published by the British East India Company. The second volume was released in 1818. Both had 100 fairy tales. 1811: Jonathan Scott (1754-1829), an Englishman who learned Arabic and Persian in India, produces English
translations, mainly based on the French version of Galland, supplemented by other sources. Robert Irwin calls it the first literary translation into English, as opposed to earlier translations from French to Grub Street hacks. Early 19th century: Modern Persian translations of the text are made, in different
ways called Alf leile va leile, Hez'r o yek zhab ( بش کی  رازه و  ), or, in distorted Arabic, Alf al-Leil. One of the earliest versions is that illustrated by Sani p Molk (1814-1866) for Mohammad Shah Kajar. 1825-1838: Breslau/Habicht edition is published in Arabic in 8 volumes. Christian Maximilian Habicht (born
in Breslau, Kingdom of Prussia, 1775) collaborated with Tunisian Mordechai ibn al-Najjar to create this edition containing 1001 nights. In addition to Galland's manuscript, they used what they believed to be a Tunisian manuscript, which was later uncovered as a forgery by al-Najjar. Using versions of
Night, al-Najjar's tales and other stories of unknown origin, Habicht published his version in Arabic and German. 1842-1843: Four additional volumes of Habicht. 1835: Bulaq version: These two volumes, printed by the Egyptian government, the oldest printed (publishing) version of the Night in Arabic non-
European. This is primarily a reprint of the text of the zer. 1839-1842: Calcutta II (4 volumes) published. He claims to be based on an old Egyptian manuscript (which was never found). This version contains many elements and stories from Habicht. 1838: Torrens version in English. 1838-1840: Edward
William Lane publishes English translation. Remarkably, his exclusion of Lane's content found immoral and beyond his anthropological notes on the Arab customs of Lane. 1882-1884: John Payne publishes the English version, fully translated from Calcutta II, adding some tales from Calcutta I and
Breslau. 1885-1888: Sir Richard Francis Burton publishes an English translation from several sources (largely the same as Payne. His version emphasized the sexuality of stories in relation to the alley in a bowdlerized translation. 1889-1904: J. C. Mardrus publishes the French version using the editions
of Bulaq and Calcutta II. 1973: The first Polish translation, based on the original edition of the language, but compressed 12 volumes to 9, PIW. 1984: Muhsin Mahdi publishes a publication based on an ancient Arabic manuscript , based on the ancient Syrian surviving (on the basis of the ancient surviving
Syrian surviving). which is currently stored in the Library Library 1986-1987: French translation by Arabist Rene R. Haham 1990: Hussein Haddawy publishes an English translation of Mahdi. 2008: New Penguin Classics Translation (in three volumes) by Malcolm K. Lyons and Ursula Lyons of Calcutta II
edition Of Literary Themes and Techniques Illustration of Thousand and One Nights of Sani p Molk, Iran, 1853 Thousand and One Night and Various Tales in It use many innovative literary techniques that storytellers of fairy tales rely on to increase drama, suspense, or other emotions. Some date back to
earlier Persian, Indian and Arabic literature, while others were original to A Thousand and One Nights. Frame story The Thousand and One Nights uses an early example of the story of the frame, or the framing of the device: Scheherazade's character tells the story of a set of fairy tales (often fairy tales) to
Sultan Shahriyar over many nights. Many of TheHerazade's tales in themselves are ramonic stories such as The Tale of the Sinbad Sailor and Sinbad Landsman, which is a collection of adventures involving Sinbad sailor Sinbad Landsman. The built-in story, shown in The Thousand and One Nights, is an
early example of history in history, or built-in storytelling technique: it can be traced back to earlier Persian and Indian traditions of storytelling, most notably the Panchatantra of ancient Sanskrit literature. Nights, however, have improved on Panchatantra in several ways, especially in the way the story is
introduced. In Panchatantra, stories are introduced as a didactic analogy, with a frame of the story referring to these stories with variants of the phrase If you are not careful what happened to the louse and the flea will happen to you. In Nights, this didactic basis is the least common way of introducing
history: instead, the story is most often introduced by subtle means, especially as an answer to the questions raised in the previous tale. The overall story is told by an unknown narrator, and in this narrative the story tells Scheherazade. In most of Scheherazade's stories there are also stories told, and
even in some of them, there are some other stories. This is especially true for the story of Sinbad the Sailor, told by Scheherazad in A Thousand and One Nights. In the story of Sinbad Sailor the main character Sinbad Sailor tells the stories of his seven journeys to Sinbad Porter. The device is also used
for great effect in stories such as The Three Apples and the Seven Viziers. In another tale, Scheherazade narrates The Fisherman and Ginny, which tells the Tale of Vazir and the Sage of Dubana, and it tells three more tales. Dramatic Visualization Dramatic Visualization is a representation of an object
character with an abundance of descriptive details, or mimetic rendering of gestures and dialogue in a way that makes a given scene visual or creatively present to the audience. This technique is used in several tales about a thousand and one nights; An example of this is the story of Three Apples (see
Elements of crime fiction below). Fate and Fate Is a common theme in many tales of Arab nights of fate and destiny. Italian director Pier Paolo Pasolini observed: Every fairy tale in A Thousand and One Nights begins with the appearance of destiny which manifests itself through an anomaly, and one
anomaly always generates another. Thus, a chain of anomalies is established. And the more logical, more cohesive, more significant this chain, the more beautiful the fairy tale. By beautiful I mean vital, absorbing and exhilarating. A chain of anomalies always leads to normal life. The end of each tale in
The Thousand and One Night consists of the disappearance of fate, which plunges back into the somnolence of everyday life ... The main character of the story is actually the fate itself. Despite being invisible, fate can be considered the lead character in A Thousand and One Nights. The plots often used
to present this topic are coincidence, reverse causality, and self-fulfillment of prophecy (see Foreshadowing section below). Foreshadowing Sinbad and the Valley of the Diamonds, from the Second Journey. Early examples foreshadowing the technique of repetitive designations, now known as Chekhov's
Pistol, occur in a thousand and one night, which contains repeated references to some character or object that seems insignificant when first mentioned, but which appears later to invade suddenly into the narrative. A notable example is the story of Three Apples (see Elements of crime fiction below).
Another early method of foreshadowing is formal patterning, organizing events, actions and gestures that represent a narrative and shape history; When done well, the formal template allows the audience to enjoy the discerning and anticipate the plot structure as it unfolds. This method is also found in a
thousand and one night. The self-fulfilling prophecies Of several fairy tales in the Thousand and One Nights use self-fulfilling prophecies as a special form of literary prolexia to foreshadow what will happen. This literary device dates back to the history of Krishna in ancient Sanskrit literature, and Oedipus
or the death of Hercules in Sophocles' plays. A variation of this device is the self-realization of the dream that can be found in Arabic literature (or Joseph's dreams and his conflicts with his brothers, in the Hebrew Bible). A notable example is the Ruined Man, who again got rich through a dream in which a
man is told in a dream to leave his native Baghdad and travel to Cairo, where he learns the location of some hidden treasures. The man travels there and experiences unhappiness, ending up in prison, where he tells his dream to a police officer. The officer makes fun of the idea of dreaming and tells the
main character that he dreams of a house with a courtyard and a fountain in Baghdad, where the treasures are buried under the fountain. The man learns the place as his own home and, after he is released from prison, he returns home and digs up the treasures. In other words, the premonitioning dream
not only predicted the future, but also the dream was the reason for its prediction. A version of this story later appears in English folklore as Pedlar Swafham and Paulo Coelho Alchemist; Jorge Luis Borges' collection of stories Universal History of Shame featured his translating this particular story into
Spanish as the story of two dreamers. The Tale of Attaf depicts another variation of a self-fulfilling prophecy in which Harun al-Rashid consults with his library (House of Wisdom), reads a random book, falls to laughter and weep and dismisses the faithful vizier Jafar ibn Yahya from view. Jaafar, alarmed
and upset, flees Baghdad and immerses himself in a series of adventures in Damascus involving Attaf and the woman on whom Attaf eventually marries. Back in Baghdad, Jaafar reads the same book that made Haruna laugh and cry, and discovers that he describes his own adventures with Attaf. In
other words, it was Harun's reading of the book that provoked the adventures described in the book. This is an early example of a reverse causal relationship. Towards the end of the tale Attafu was sentenced to death for a crime he did not commit, but Haroon, knowing the truth from what he had read in
the book, prevented it and released Attaf from prison. In the 12th century, this tale was translated into Latin by Petrus Alfonsi and incorporated into his Klericalis discplinin, along with the Syndibad history cycle. In the 14th century, Decamero also has a version of Tales of Attafa and Giovanni Boccaccio.
The repetition of Sani p Molk's A Thousand and One Nights, Iran, 1849-1856, is a targeted repetition of words in this literary work that usually expresses a motive or theme important to the story. This device occurs in a thousand and one night, which connects several fairy tales in the history cycle. The
storytellers relied on this technique to form the constituent members of their cycles of history as a whole. Another method used in A Thousand and One Nights is thematic patterning, which is that the distribution of repetitive thematic concepts and moralistic motives between different incidents and
frameworks In an elaborately crafted fairy tale, thematic patterns can be arranged in such a way as to emphasize a unifying argument or basic ideas that disparate events and disparate frames have in common. Several different versions of Cinderella's story, which originate in the Egyptian history of
Rhodopis, appear in A Thousand and One Nights, including The Story of the Second Sheikh, The Tale of the Elder Lady and Abdallah ibn Fadil and His Brothers, all of which deal with the theme of a younger brother being persecuted by two jealous elders. In some of them, siblings are women, while in
others they are men. One of the tales, Judas and His Brothers, moves away from the happy endings of the previous variants and reworks the plot to give him a tragic ending, and the younger brother was poisoned by older brothers. The sexual humor of The Nights contains many examples of sexual
humor. Some of these boundaries are on satire, as in a fairy tale called Ali with a large penis, which pokes fun at the obsession with penis size. The unreliable narrator used the literary device of an unreliable narrator in several fictional medieval Arab fairy tales, A Thousand and One Nights. In one tale,
Seven Viziers (also known as The Craft and The Evil Men of Women, or The Tale of the King, His Son, His Narosana, and the Seven Wazir), the courtesan accuses the king's son of attacking her when in fact she failed to seduce him (inspired by the Koranic/biblical story of Yusuf/Joseph). Seven viziers
try to save his life by telling seven stories to prove the unreliability of the women, and the courtesan responds by telling the story to prove the unreliability of the viziers. The narrator's unreliable device is also used to create suspense in Three Apples and humor in The Hunchback's Tale (see Elements of
Crime Fiction below). Elements of the genre Criminal Fiction Illustration with the image of Mordian and thieves from Ali Baba and forty thieves. An example of the mystery of murder and genres of thriller suspense in the collection, with several plot twists and elements of detective fiction, was Three Apples,
also known as Hikayat al-Sabia 'l-maqtula (The Tale of a Murdered Young Woman). In this tale, Harun al-Rashid has a chest that, when it is opened, contains the body of a young woman. Haroon gives his vizier Jafar three days to find the perpetrator or be executed. At the end of three days, when Jafar is
about to be executed for his failure, two men come forward, both claiming to be murderers. As they tell their story it turns out that although the youngest of them, the woman's husband, is responsible for her death, some of the guilt attached to the slave who took one of the apples mentioned in the name
and cause of the murder of the woman. Haroon then gives Jafar three more days to find the guilty slave. When he can't find it again and says goodbye to his family before the execution, he accidentally discovers that his daughter has an apple, which she received from his own slave Jafar, Raihan. Thus,
the mystery is solved. Another late-night tale with elements of crime fiction was the story cycle The Tale of the Hunchback, which, unlike The Three Apples, was more of a tense comedy and drama in the courtroom than a murder mystery or detective fiction. The story takes place in fictional China and
begins with a hunchback, the emperor's favorite comedian, invited to dinner by a tailor couple. The hunchback casually suffocates with laughter, and the couple, fearing that the emperor will be furious, will take his body to the clinic of a Jewish doctor and leave him there. This leads to the next tale in the
cycle, The Tale of a Jewish Doctor, where a doctor accidentally trips over the body of a hunchback, falls down a ladder with him, and finds him dead, leading him to believe that a fall has killed him. The doctor then dumps his body down the chimney, and this leads to another tale in a cycle that continues
with twelve tales in total, leading to all the people involved in the incident finding themselves in the courtroom, all making different claims about how the hunchback died. Elements of crime fiction are also present near the end of Tales of Attaf (see Foreshadow above). Horror fiction Haunting is used as a
plot device in Gothic fiction and horror fiction, as well as in modern paranormal fiction. Legends of haunted houses have long appeared in literature. In particular, the fairy tale Arab Nights about Ali Carna and the Haunted House in Baghdad revolves around the house in which Jinn is haunted. Nights is
almost certainly the earliest surviving literature, it mentions ghouls, and many of the stories in this collection are associated with ghouls. A striking example is the story of Gerib and his brother Agib (from Night vol. 6), in which Gerib, a paroth prince, fights a family of predatory ghouls and then enslaves
them and converts them to Islam. Elements of horror fiction are also found in the tale City of Brass, which revolves around a ghost town. The terrifying nature of Scheherazade's situation is amplified in The Sufferings of Stephen King, in which the main character is forced to write a novel so that his
kidnapper does not torture or kill him. The influence of the Night on modern horror fiction is certainly noticeable in the work of G. Lovecraft. As a child he was fascinated by the adventures told in the book, and he attributes some of his creations to his love for 1001 nights. Fantasy and Science Fiction
Illustration of the Story of Prince Ahmed and Fairy Paribanu, more tales from the Arab Nights of Willy Pogani (1915) Several stories within a thousand and one nights have early elements of science fiction. One this is the Adventures of Bulukia, where the search for the main character of Bulukia for the
grass of immortality leads him to study the seas, travel to heaven and hell, and travel through space to different worlds much more than his own world, anticipating elements of galactic science fiction; Along the way, he meets societies of genies, mermaids, talking snakes, talking trees and other life forms.
In Abu al-Husn and his slave Tawaddud, the heroine Tawaddud gives an impromptu lecture on the moon's mansions, as well as the benevolent and sinister aspects of the planets. In another tale, 1001 Night, Abdullah Rybak and Abdullah Merman, the protagonist Abdullah Rybak gets the ability to breathe
underwater and discovers an underwater society that is portrayed as an inverted reflection of society on earth, in that the underwater society follows the form of primitive communism, where concepts such as money and clothing do not exist. Other Arab nightly tales also depict Amazon societies
dominated by women, lost ancient technologies, advanced ancient civilizations that have lost their way, and the catastrophes that have overwhelmed them. City of Brass includes a group of travelers on an archaeological expedition across the Sahara to find an ancient lost city and try to restore the copper
vessel that Solomon once used to catch the genie, and, along the way, encounter a mummified queen, petrified inhabitants, realistic humanoid robots and machine guns, seductive puppets dancing without strings. , and a copper robot rider who directs the party to an ancient city that has now become a
ghost town. In The Third Tale of Kalandar there is also a robot in the form of an eerie boatman. Poetry There is an abundance of Arabic poetry in a thousand and one night. It is often deployed by storytellers to provide detailed descriptions of the usually beauty of the characters. Characters also
sometimes quote or speak in verse in certain settings. Use includes, but is not limited to: Giving advice, warnings and solutions. Praising God, the royalties and the power of those who have. To ask for mercy and forgiveness. Mourn wrong decisions or bad luck. Providing riddles, laying out questions,
challenges. Criticizing the elements of life, wondering. Expression of feelings to others or to yourself: happiness, sadness, anxiety, surprise, anger. In a typical example, expressing a sense of happiness to himself from Night 203, Prince zamar al-Saman, standing outside the castle, wants to inform the
queen of Bodur of his arrival. He wraps his ring in paper and hands it to the servant, who delivers it to the queen. When she opens it and sees the ring, joy conquers her, and with happiness she chanting this ًاَر ـ َْهد اِنل  ــ ْمَش ِقرََفت  ىَلع  ـُت  ِْمَدن ْد  ـ َقَلو  poem: ُْتد ــ ُع ان  ـُّـ ُمَلي ُنا  ـ مزلا َدا  ِْنإ عـ ُتَْرذ  ـ ََنو ينا  ـ فَْجأ ْنِم  ُع  ـ ْمدلا
ي ـــــ نازَْحَأو ٍحَر  ـــ َف َن ِمـْن  ــ يْكَبت ًَةيْجِس  ِْكنِم  ُع  ـ ْمدلا َرا  ـُن صـ َْيع ينا -  ــــ ْكَبأ ينر  ــ ِطَر مـا َس ــ َف ُهَنأ ِمـْن  ـى  تَح ي  ــ ََلع ُرور  ــ سلا َم  ــ ََجه ينا  ــ ِسِلب ًة  ــ ًقُْرف ُر  ــ ُْكَذأ  wa-lacad nadimtu 'ala tasharuki shamlin dahran wa faa a bha ada'u min ajfani wa nadhartu in fur ada al-zamanu yaluman la 'ada Udtu adhkuru bilis'n hajama al-sararu
'alaia shatta Annahu min farachi ma sarrani abkani yainu zira ad-dam'y minki sijatan tab min farashin wa-ajani Translations A: And I regretted the separation of our communication An eon, and tears filled my eyes, and I swore, if time brought us back together, I will never pronounce any separation with my
tongue Joy subdued me to the point of which it made me happy that I cried about eyes, tears of you became the principle of you crying with joy and sadness Long For a long time I mourned the sev'rance of our love, with tears that of my caps flowed down like a burning rain and swore that if the days deign
to reunite the two of us, my lips should never talk about going out again: The joy hath o'erwhelmed me so that, for the very stress that pleases me crying I fain. Tears become a habit for you, O my eyes, so you cry, and for joy, as for pain. - Literal translation - translation of Burton's poems In world culture
Main articles: Translations of a thousand and one nights and a list of works under the influence of a thousand and one night Flying carpet, the image of the hero of Russian folklore, Ivan Tsarevich. The influence of the Versions of Night on world literature is enormous. Writers as diverse as Henry Fielding
Nagib Mahfouz referred to the collection by name in their own works. Other writers who were influenced by the night include John Barth, Jorge Luis Borges, Salman Rushdie, Orhan Pamuk, Goethe, Walter Scott, Thackeray, Wilkie, Wilkie Collins, Elizabeth Gaskell, Nodieu, Flaubert, Marcel Schwab,
Stendhal, Dumas, Gerard de Nerval, Gobino, Pushkin, Tolstoy, Hoffmanstal, Conan Doyle, W. B. Itce, H. Lovecraft, Marcel Various characters from this epic themselves have become cultural icons in Western culture, such as Aladdin, Sinbad and Ali Baba. In part, its popularity may have arisen as a result
of the rise in standards of historical and geographical knowledge. Wonderful creatures and events typical of fairy tales seem less incredible if they are set further long or far away this process culminates in a fantasy world with little connection, if any, to actual time and place. Some elements of Arab
mythology are now common in modern fantasy, such as genies, bahamuts, magic carpets, magic lamps, etc. When L. Frank Baum proposed to write a modern fairy tale that banished stereotypical elements, he included the genie as well as the dwarf and fairy as stereotypes. In 1982, the International
Astronomical Union (IAU) began naming objects on Saturn's moon Enceladus after the characters and places in Burton's translation because its surface is so strange and mysterious that it was given Arab Nights as a bank of names linking a fantastic landscape with literary fantasy. There is little evidence
in Arab culture that the Nights were particularly valuable in the Arab world. It is rarely mentioned in the lists of popular literature, and there are only a few manuscripts of the collection dating back to the 18th century. Fiction had a low cultural status among medieval Arabs compared to poetry, and fairy
tales were rejected as hurafa (incredible fantasies suitable only for the amusement of women and children). According to Robert Irwin, even today, with the exception of some writers and scholars, nights are treated with contempt in the Arab world. His stories are regularly condemned as vulgar, incredible,
childish and above all poorly written. Nevertheless, Nights inspired some contemporary Egyptian writers, such as Tawfiq al-Hakim (author of Shahrazad, 1934), Taha Hussain (Dreams of Sheherazade, 1943) and Naguib Mahfouz (Arabian Nights and Days, 1979). Idris Shah finds the numerical equivalent
of Abjad's Arabic name, Alf layla wa layla, in the Arabic phrase um el quissa, meaning mother records. He goes on to say that many of these stories are encoded by Sufi teaching stories, descriptions of psychological processes, or coded knowledge of one kind or another. At the more popular level, film
and television adaptations based on stories such as Sinbad and Aladdin have long been popular in Arabic-speaking countries. Early European literature Although the first known translation into the European language appeared only in 1704, it is possible that the Nights began to exert their influence on
Western culture much earlier. Christian writers in medieval Spain translated many works from the Arabic language, mainly philosophy and mathematics, but also Arabic fiction, as evidenced by the collection of stories by Juan Manuel El Conde Lucanor and the Book of Beasts by Ramon Llull. Knowledge
of work, either direct or indirect, appears to have spread beyond Spain. Themes and motifs with parallels in the night are in Chaucer's Canterbury Tales (in the tale of Squire the hero travels on a flying brass horse) and Decameron Boccaccio. Echoes in the novel by Giovanni Sercambi and Orlando Ariosto
to suggest that the history of Shahriyar and Shahzaman was also known. Evidence also shows that the stories spread to the Balkans and the translation of the Night into Romanian existed by the 17th century, itself based on the Greek version of the collection. Western Literature (18th century) Galland
Translations (1700s) Classic Comics issue #8 The first European edition of Arab Nights, Les Mille et une Nuit, Antoine Galland, 11. 1730 AD, Paris Arab Nights, Tousend und Eine Nacht, Arabische Erzahlungen, translated into German by Gustav Weil, Vol .4, 1866 AD, Stuttgart Contemporary Glory nights
comes from the first famous European translation of Antoine Galland, which appeared in 1704. According to Robert Irwin, Galland played such a big role in the discovery of fairy tales, in popularizing them in Europe and in shaping what would be seen as a canonical collection that, at the risk of hyperbole
and paradox, was named the true author of the Night. The immediate success of Galland's version with the French public may have been because it coincided with the fashion of Conte de Feys (fairytale stories). This fashion began with the publication in 1690 of Madame d'Aulna's History of Hypolite.
D'Aurnoy's book has a remarkably similar structure to The Night, with stories told by a female narrator. The success of the Night spread throughout Europe and by the end of the century there were translations of Galland into English, German, Italian, Dutch, Danish, Russian, Flemish and Yiddish.
Galland's version caused a wave of pseudo-Eastern imitations. At the same time, some French writers began to parody the style and invent far-fetched stories in superficially oriental conditions. These tongue-in-cheek stylings include Anthony Hamilton's Les quatre Facardins (1730), Crieblelon Le Sopha
(1742) and Diderot's Les bijoux indiscreet (1748). They often contained veiled allusions to modern French society. The most famous example is Zadig Voltaire (1748), an attack on religious fanaticism established on vague pre-Islamic Middle Eastern origin. English versions of Eastern Tales usually
contained a heavy moralizing element, with the exception of William Beckford's fantasy Vathek (1786), which had a decisive influence on the development of the Gothic novel. Polish nobleman Jan Potocki's novel The Saragossa Manuscript (early 1797) owes the deep duty of the Night with its oriental
taste and maze of a series of embedded tales. The work was included in the list of books on theology, history and cartography, which was sent by Scottish bookseller Andrew Millar (then Apprentice) to the Presbyterian Minister. This illustrates the widespread popularity and availability of the name in the
1720s. book by many British authors of the romantic and Victorian eras. According to A.S. Yatta, in British romantic poetry Arab nights stood for the beautiful against the mundane, creative against prosaic and reductively rational. In their autobiographical works, Coleridge and de quincy refer to the
nightmares that the book caused them when they were young. Wordsworth and Tennyson also wrote about their childhood by reading fairy tales in their poems. Charles Dickens was another enthusiast, and the atmosphere of the Night permeates the opening of his latest novel The Mystery of Edwin
Drood (1870). Several writers tried to add a thousand and a second fairy tale, including Theophilus Gotier (La mille deuxi'me nuit, 1842) and Joseph Roth (Die Geschichte von der 1002 Nacht, 1939). Edgar Allan Poe wrote The Thousand and Second Tale of Sheherazed (1845), a short story depicting
Sinbad the Sailor's eighth and final journey, along with the various mysteries of Sinbad and his encounter with the crew; anomalies are then described as footnotes to history. While the king is not sure, except in the cases of elephants carrying the world on the back of turtles, that these mysteries are real,
they are real modern events that occurred in various places during or before, Po's life. The story ends with the king with such an aversion to the fairy tale Sheherazade just weaved that she was executed the next day. Another important literary figure, the Irish sing W. B. Yeats was also fascinated by Arab
nights, when he wrote in his prose book, a vision of an autobiographical poem, entitled The Gift of Harun Al-Rashid, 116 in relation to his joint experiments with his wife Georgie Hyde-Lees, with Automatic Writing. Automatic writing is a method used by many occultists to distinguish messages from the
subconscious or from other spiritual beings when the hand moves with a pencil or pen, to write only on a simple sheet of paper and when the human eyes are closed. In addition, a gifted and talented wife, plays in the poem Yeats as a gift to himself, given only by the supposed caliph of the Christian and
Byzantine philosopher Sust ibn Lucca, who acts in the poem as the personification of V.B. Yeats. In July 1934 he was asked a question by Louis Lambert, while on a tour of the United States, which six books satisfied him the most. The list he gave posted Arab nights, secondary only to the works of
William Shakespeare. Contemporary authors influenced by The Night include James Joyce, Marcel Proust, Jorge Luis Borges and John Barth. The main page of the film and television: Category: Films based on Thousands and One Nights Playing in the Media of Aladdin and The Wonderful Lamp (1917).
Stories from A Thousand and One Nights have been popular for films ranging from Le Palais des Mille et une nuits by George Melias Critic Robert Irwin singles out two versions of The Thief of Baghdad (1924 version directed by Raoul Walsh; a 1940 version produced by Alexander Korda) and Highly
Among the Masterpieces of World Cinema by Pier Paolo Pasolini Il fiore delle Mille e una notte (1974). Michael James Lundell calls Il fiore the most faithful adaptation, in its emphasis on sexuality, 1001 Nights in its oldest form. American animation studio UPA released an animated version of 1001
Arabian Nights (1959) featuring the animated character Mr. Magoo. The 1949 animated film Singing Princess, another film shot in Italy, is inspired by Arab Nights. The animated feature film A Thousand and One Arab Nights (1969), shot in Japan and shot by Osamu Tezuka and Eichi Yamamoto, included
psychedelic images and sounds, as well as erotic material intended for adults. Alif Laila (The Arabian Nights), an Indian TV series from 1993 to 1997, based on stories from A Thousand and One Nights produced by Sagar Entertainment Ltd, begins with Scheherazade telling his stories to Shahrur, and
contains both well-known and lesser-known stories from A Thousand and One Nights. Arabian Nights (2000), a two-part television mini-series hosted by the BBC and ABC, starring Miles Avital, Dougray Scott and John Leguizamo, and directed by Steve Barron, is based on a translation by Sir Richard
Francis Burton. Shabnam Rezai and Ali Jeta created, and Vancouver-based Big Bad Boo Studios released 1001 Nights (2011), a children's animated series that was launched on Teletoon and has been aegis of 80 countries around the world, including Discovery Kids Asia. Arab Nights (2015, in
Portuguese: As Mil e uma Noites), a three-part film directed by Miguel Gomez, is based on A Thousand and One Nights. The Nights music inspired many of the music Including: Classic Francois-Adrien Bojeldieu: Le calife de Baghdad (1800) Karl Maria von Weber: Abu Hassan (1811) Luigi Cherubini: Ali
Baba (1833) Robert Schumann: Sheherazade (1848) Peter Cornelius: Der Barbier von Baghdad (1858) Ernest Reyer: La Statue (1861) E. Horneman (1840-1906), Aladdin (overture), 1864 Nicholas Rimsky-Korsakov : Scheherazade Op. 35 (1888) , Semir (1891) Maurice Ravel (1875-1937) , Sjorazade
(1898) Ferrucio Busoni: Piano Concerto in Major (1904) Henri Rabo: Marouf, Savtye du Kyre (1914) Karl Nielsen, Aladdin Suite (1918-1919) Collegium musicum, Suita po tisic a jednej noci (1969) Fikret Amirov: Arab Nights (Ballet, 1979) Ezequiel Vinao, La Noche de las Noches (1990) Karl Davis,
Aladdin (Ballet, 1999) Pop, rock and metal : Scheherazade and other stories (1975) Icehouse: No Promises (from the album 'Measure to Measure') (1986) Kamelot , Nights of Arabia (From album 'The Fourth Legacy') (1999) by Sarah Brightman, Harem and Arabian Nights (from the album 'Harem( album)
(2003) Ch!pz, 1001 Arabian Nights (song) (from The World of Ch!pz) (2006) Nightwish, Sahara (2007) Rock On!!, Sinbad The Sailor (2008) Abney Park (group), Scheherazade (2013) Musical Theatre Thousand and One Night (From Twisted: The Untold Story of the Royal Vision) (2013) Games Popular
Contemporary Games with the Arabic theme of the night include the Prince of Persia series , Crash Bandicoot: Deformed, Sound and Secret Rings, Disney's Aladdin, Bookworm Adventures, and Pinball Table, Tales of Arab Nights. Illustrators Many artists have illustrated Arab nights, including: Pierre-
Clement Marilier for Le Cabinet des Fes (1785-1789), Gustave Dore, Leon Carre (Granville, 1878 - Alger, 1942), Roger Blachon, Francoise Budignon, Andre Dahan, Amato Soro, Albert Robida, Al Tesidophila Robdi and Marcelo Truong; Vittorio Cecin (Murano, 1878 - Murano, 1947) and Emanuele
Luzzati; German Morgan; Mohammed Rachim (Algeria, 1896 - Algeria 1975), Sani-o-Molk (1849-1856), Anton Peck and Emre Orhun. Notable illustrators for British publications include: Arthur Boyd Houghton, John Tenniel, John Everett Millet and George John Pinwell for Dalziel Illustrated Arab Nights
Entertainment, published in 1865; Walter Crane for Aladdin's Book (1876); Frank Bengwin to translate Lane in 1896; Albert Letchford for Burton's 1897 translation; Edmund Dulak for stories from Arab Nights (1907), Princess Badura (1913) and Sinbad Sailor and other tales from Arab Nights (1914). Other
artists include John D. Batten, (Tales from Arab Nights, 1893), Kay Nielsen, Eric Fraser, Errol le Kane, Maxfield Parrish, W. Heath Robinson and Arthur Sheed (1954). The Sultan's Thousand and One Nights Gallery. Haroon al-Rashid, lead hero of the 1001 nights The Fifth Journey of Sinbad by William
Harvey, The Fifth Journey of the S.E.C.,- 1838-1840, by William Harvey's woodcut, Brass History, 1838-1840, William Harvey's woodcut, the story of the two princes Of Al-Amjad and Al-Assad, 1838-1840, the woodcut of William Harvey, the story of Abdallah about the land and Abdullah O.V. Harvey , The
Story of the Fisherman, 1838-40, the woodcut friedrich Friedrich Gross, the ante 1830, the xil Friedrich grossography, the ante 1830 , woodcut friedrich Gross, ante 1830, woodcut friedrich Gross, ante 1830, woodcut Friedrich Gross, anthe 1830, woodcut Friedrich Gross, ante 1830, ante Friedrich Gross,
woodcut, 1895-96, watercolor and tempera on the millboard Frank Bengwin, History of the Merchant (Sheherezade telling stories), 1895-96, and Tempera on the millboard Frank Burgwin, The Story of Ansal-Vajud, Rose-in-Bloom (Daughter Vizier sat at the grille window), 1895-96, watercolor and temper
on the millboard Frank Bongwin, The story of Gulnara (The Merchant Revealed Her Face), 1895-96, watercolor and tempera at the frank bongwin mill, The Story of Dera Basim (Where He Became Eared Corn), 1895-96 Watercolor and Tempera on the Millboard by Frank Bongwin, The Story of Abdallah
(Abdallah of the Sea Sat in the Water, Near the Coast), 1895-96, watercolor and tempera on the millboard Frank Bengwin, The Story of Magomed Ali (He Sat afloat with them), 1895-96, watercolor and tempera on the millboard Frank Bongwin, History of the City of Brass (They stopped not climbing this
ladder) , 1895 -96, watercolor and tempera on millboard See also Romance portal Arabic literature Hamzanama List of thousands and one night characters List of stories from the book Thousand and One Night (translated by R. F. Burton) List of works influenced by a thousand and one nights of Persian
literature Shahnameh Ghost stories quotes Arab Nights. In Kate Fleet; Gudrun Kremer; Denis Mathering; John Navas; Everett Rawson (3rd Encyclopedia of Islam). doi:10.1163/1573-3912_ei3_COM_0021. Arabic Nights, a work known in Arabic as Alf layla wa-layla - See an illustration of the front page of
the Grub St Edition in Yamanak and Nicio (p. 225) - Ulrich Marzolf (2007). ISBN 978-0-8143-3287-0. Marzolf (2007), Arab Nights, Encyclopedia of Islam, I, Leiden: Brill. John Payne, Alaeddin and the Enchanted Lamp and Other Stories (London 1901) gives details of Galland's encounter with Hannah in
1709 and the opening of two Arabic manuscripts containing Aladdin and two added tales at the National Library, Paris. Text by Alaeddin and Enchanted Lamp - b Ch. Pellat (2011). Alf Leila Wa Leila. Encyclopedia of Iran. Arab Nights translated by Malcolm K. Lyons and Ursula Lyons (Penguin Classics,
2008), vol. 1, p. 1 and a b Hamori, A. (2012). S̲h̲ahrazād. W. Boaerman; Th. Biankis; C.E. Bosworth; E. van Donzel; W.P. Heinrichs (2 3912_islam_SIM_6771nd Encyclopedia of Islam). Classiclit.about.com (2013-07-19). Received in 2013-09-23. Irwin R. 48 - b Reynolds r. 271 - Burton, Richard F. (2002).
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